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Guideline for Green and Climate Resilience (GCR) in Putrlic Investment Projects

The Green and Climate Resilience (GCR) in public investment will aim at an affordable, realistic,
and adaptable framework to make quantifiable progress in targeted sectors to simultaneously
ensure sustainability, efficiency, and resilience throughout the development pathway.

Additionally, the GCR solutions will ensure that nobody is left behind, creating opporhrnities to
reduce disparities and help excluded groups realize a fair share of benefits. It implies that natural
resources and environmental services can fulfill their fuIl economic potential in a sustainable way.

The table below further elaborates on the fundamental pillars of the GCR.

GCR Activities for Annual Development Programme (ADP) Sectors

The 8th Five Year Plan of Bangladesh paves the way for a green and climate resilient development

path by mentioning that environment and climate change considerations will be integrated in the

growth strategy, as proposed under Perspective Plan2A2l-2041. In order to achieve the GCR

objectives of the Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, the following prospective

activities have been compiled for the different ADP sectors in accordance with the objectives of
the relevant policies/strategies and national plans. These are the Bangladesh Delta Plan 2100,

Perspective Plan2021-2041, Sth Five YearPlan (July2020 - June 2025),Mujib Climate Prosperity

Plan, Bangladesh Climate Change Strategy and Action Plan 2009, Nationally Determined

Contributions 2021 (updated), National Adaptation Plan 2023-2050, and Climate Fiscal

Framework 2020.
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Sustainability

Environmental, socioeconomic, and financial sustainability hinge on
promoting development through initiatives that eliminate/reduce the

adverse effects of activities that threaten $owth. This also implies that

countries must become better stewards of their renewable and non-
renewable resources to prevent overuse, pollution, and irreversible
climate consequences.

Efficiency

To spend better and use better, there is a need to maximize output (in
terms of retums to society) per unit of cost, including those that are

financial, social, and environmental. Better spending can deliver the

infrastructure and services that countries need, creating more competitive
cities. The productive use of agricultural lands, fisheries, forests, and

other natural resources are key to achieving prosperity and improving
iives.

Climate resilience

Public and private sectors need to prepare for, mitigate, and adapt to a
wide range of risks and uncertainties associated with climate change.

Resilience allows countries to continue to grow tnstead of diverting
resources to multiple recovery efforts.

@
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GCR in National Poticy Frameworks: Climate inclusive finance; Fiscal framework

climate change and urban governance; Mainstreaming of GCRD; Development of GCRD responsive

policy, plan, and institutions.

for environment,

Prospective GCR Priority Actions
Technical Assistance and Policy Reforms:

o Develop a robust financial strategy for environment and climate change (policies should

include both public & private sectors to increase access to global funds) [in ussociation with

sel
o Better fiscal policies for climate change adaptation and mitigation, pollution control, clean

energy, and energy efficiency (removaVrepurposing of fuel and agriculture subsidies, green

tax on fossil fuel congumption, taxation for air and water pollution, incentives for waste

management, industrial effluents management and other pollution control, incentives for
green technology, GCR infrastmcture and energy efficient products/processes) /iz
association with all sectorsJ

o Mobilization of resources from financial markets for climate finance (green bond blended

finance, crowdfundin5, and emission trading) finvolving S4J

. Climate responsive financial sector policies (lending policies, insurance policy, and green

banking)

o Climate inclusive planning and budgeting fin association with S9J

r Promote green accounting and green budgetng fin association with 59]
o Local climate fiscal framework (climate finance tracking for planning and budgeting of

LGIs), complemented by carbon marketplace for generating additional resources for locally-
lead adaptation and loss & damage by 2030 [in associution with SB and 59]

o Development of a national policy and strategy framework for risk transfer system (e.g.,

climate adaptive insurance mechanism with provision of premium subsidies and

capitalization support for agricultural production and protection ofcritical infrastructure)

[involving 54, 55 & Sry
o Introduction of sustainable procurement (mainstreaming environmental, social and climate

dimensions into public prccurement process) ffor all other sectorsJ

. Reforms of urban finances (tax & fees, government transfers, and borrowings) [involving S8

& sr0l
lnstall intelligent software platforms for utilities, automation components (hard or soft),

remote monitoring, energy management systems, or other essential distribution infrastructure

upgrades [involving all other sector*' in associurton with S14J

o Develop andupdate ofpolicies, guidelines, and institutional capacities across relevant sectors

for promoting the blue economy [in association with 59]

o Develop a macro-econometric model to include the climate dimension in macroeconomic

indicators, revision of budget circular of climate relevant ministries, inclusion of climate

dirnension in MBFs

SECTOR 2 (52\: Defence

N/A N/A

SECTOR 3 (S3): Public Order and Safety

N/A N/A

\@
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GCR in National Policy Frameworks: Green industries, energy efficiency, and green financial services

Prospective GCR Priority Actions
Priority investments :

. Energy efficiency, clean production and modernization measures installed in manufacturing,
industrial and other built environment and across industry sub-sectors (for example, brick kilns,
fertilizer and garments) finvolving Sl, S6 and S9J

o Renewable energy installations available to manufacturing and industrial areas to improve
resilience and reduce emissions finvolving SI and 56]

. Improving capacity of 50-100% of CMSMEs (especially for women owned CMSMEs) in climate

financial risk and opportunity by 2030 finvolving SIJ

o 500/o-1000/, greentng and electrification of the transport/logistics sector and strategic export

industries by 2030 [involving 56 & 37]
Technical Assistance and Policy Reforms

o Establish Green Exports Programme (export diversification through harnessing green

opportunities including green logistics, green power, and energy efficiency) [in associufion with
s6l

. Technical assistance for LEED (Low Energy Electron Diffraction) cerlification of 3,500 factories

including 100% of sfrategic export industries by 2030 [in association with S6J

o Policy reforms for enhanced use of energy efficient appliances in households, water and

wastewater management systems and commercial buildings [in association with 56 and S10J

GCR in National Policy Frameworks: Climate resilient agriculture (livestock and fisheries), iow carbon

farming practices and nature-based solutions (NBS)

Prospective GCR Priority Actions
Priority investments:

o Reclamation and development of lands for the expansion of afforestation, agriculture, slrimp
cultivation, and settlements

r Deforestation reduction. reforestation/ afforestation, forest restoration and increase tree cover [in
sssociation with S9l

o Extension of climate-smaft technologies and practices for increasing irrigation, improving water

use efficiency, and promoting climate resilient, pest and disease resistant crops. [involving 51, 54
and SI4l

. Crop diversification/intensification and increased efficiency offerlilizer use for natural resources

optimization, reduced ciimate stress and enhanced production [involving 59]

o Extension of climate resilient technology for combating climate-reiated stresses in aquaculture

[involving S9J

r Validation and extension of indigenous knowledge-based adaptation techniques to combat

climatic effects on fisheries

. Enhance agricultural productivity for climate resilient, environmentally friendly, context specific
and culturally sensitive food security options and water security through protection or sustainable

conservation of land, water, and biodiversity in Char, Haor and hill tract

Technical Assistance and Policy Reforms:

. Repurposing agriculture support programmes (fertllizer, water, energy subsidies)

o Incentives of solar power use in inigation [in association with Sl and S6J

. Formulation of necessary laws and acts for spatial planning, land zoning, and land resource

management [involving,t/, .Sd & S I 0J
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. Introduction and up-scaling ofinnovative and indigenous agriculture

. Monitoring, evaluation, andenforcement to ensure biodiversity conservation and protection of
natural habitats fin ussociation with fi A 59]

GCR in National Policy Frameworks: Low carbon developmentpathway, energy efficiency, renewable

energy

Prospective GCR Priority Actions

Priorify investments:

o Establish Green Exports Programme (export diversification through harnessing green

opportunities including green logistics, green power, and energy efficiency) [in associution with

S4J. Eneryy efficiency measures installed in manufactunng, industrial and other built
environment and across industry sub-sectors fin associution wtth S4J

o Renewable energy installations available to manufacturing and industrial areas to improve

resilience- [in association with 54]
o LEED certification of 3,500 factories including 100% of strategic export industries by 2030 fin

associarton with S4J

. 50o/a -100% greening and electrification of the transport/logistics sector and strategic export

industries by 2A30 fin association with 54 & Sry

o Target for at least 3AYo energy production &om renewable sources by 2041 in the context of
being a prosperous country (including from offshore,tidal, and waste to energy)

o Establishment of 4GW Mujib Bongoposagor (Bay of Bengal) lndependence Giga array (offshore

wind) with parallel planning of a mangrove greenbelt by 2030

e Maxirnizationof rooftop solar installation (industrial zones, industrial, commercial and public
buildings, e.g., all railway platform to include solar power and other public places to maximize

the use of solar power by 2025)

o Transmission and distribution extension and upgrades for fortifying gnd infrastructure (e.g.,

substations, transformers, high-voltage lines, medium or low voltage lines, metering, and

associated components

. lmplementation of renewable efrergy projects; enhance efficiency of existing power plants; and

use of improved technology for power generation

o Improvement of fuel efficiency for transport sub-sector; and increase use of less emission-based

transport system and improve Inland Water Transport System [in association with 57]

r Enhanced use of energy-efficient appliances in household (residential), water and wastewater

systems and commercial buildings [involving S4 &. SIOJ

. Implement Montreal Protocol targets for phasing down fluorinated gases (F - gases) 1iz
association with Sl & S9l

Technical Assistance and Policy Reforms:

o Develop long term renewable energy.policy as well as strategies and formulate a master plan for
at least 50 years to hamess the potential of renewable energy resources in the country involving
public and private sector investments (including offshore, tidal and waste to energy)

e Devise innovatiye financing packages for grant funding and low interest financing to address

affordability for both grid and otr-grid renewable energy projects [involving SIJ

r Integration ofenergy sector consideration, particular$ renewable energy, in necessary laws and

acts for spatial planning, LandZoning, and land resource management

o Promote private investment in renewable energy and adoption of clean energy technology at the

household level [involving 51, S4 & SIA]

. Proper energy pricing policy for ensuring efficient use of critical resources, environmental
protection, and financially sustainable power sector [in association with 51 and S9J
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Establishment of an ancillary marketplace for ramping products, fast frequency response by
batteries, among others.

install intelligent software platforms for utilities, automation components (hard or soft), remote

monitoring, energy management systems, or other essential distribution infrastructure upgrades

finvolving 51 & S14J

Tax intervention to promote the trade of energy efficient products to facilitate adaptation and

mitigation of climate change

a

a

a

GCR in National Policy Frameworks: Green transport and logistic, fuel efficiency

Prospective GCR Priority Actions
Priority investment:

o 50%-100o/o greeningand electrification of the transport/logistic sector and strategic export

industries finvolving 54, & S6J

c tJtllization of floating solar installation (all raiiway platform to include solar power and other

public places to maximize the use of solar power by 2025) finvolving S6J

o Improvement of fuel efficiency for transport sub-sector; and increase use of less emission-based

transport system and improve Inland Water Transport System

GCR in National Policy Frameworks: Climate resilient urban & local governance services, climate

resilient spatial development, r,ulnerability reduction, nature-based solutions and protection of natural

habitats.

Prospective GCR Priority Actions
Priority Investments:

r Excavation of local water reservoirs (canals, ponds and baors) for restoration of water and

rainwater harvesting [in association with S9J

o Sustainable solid waste and wastewater management, and reduction of air and water pollution in
urban and rural areas fin association with Sg, 510 and SI lJ

. Access to improved WASH facilities [in associatton with SI0J

o Community-based rainwater harvesting through indigenous techniques and conservation of
wetlands, reservoirs, and natural springs for drinking water supply in hard+o-reach and water
stress areas [in association with S10J

o Construction and rehabilitation of safe and accessible multlpurpose and climate resilient cyclone

and flood shelters with safe drinking water, sanitation, and livestock shelter facilities that are

gender, elderly and disability sensitive [in assoeiation with S15J

r lmprovement of natural and artificial urban drainage networks for reducing wlnerabilities of
urban flood and drainage congestion

o Ecological restoration of river systems around Dhaka city, including developing incentives and

enforcement to manage industrial effluents in and around Dhaka [in associution with S9J

r Improved Municipal solid waste management with 3R (Reuse, Recycle, Reduce) pinciples fin
assoeiation with S9J

Technical Assistance and Poliey Reforms

o FormulationAJpdate of necessary laws and acts for spatial planning, Iand zoning, and land

resouree management [involving SI, ^St ^f6 & SI0]
o Financial reforms (tax & fees, government transfers, and bonowingsi [involving S1& SIAI
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Establish a dedicated working group for Urban and Water sectors under the NDC-NAP

implementation arrangements to promote mainstreaming climate resilience and adaptation in key

urban-water services, including considerations on risk sensitive land-use planning and enhancing

urban flood warning, response, and recovery system'

Development of incentives to promote industrial effluents managernenl in small and mediunt

facilities in and around Dhaka

Reform local government institutes for inclusion of community-based organizatl.ons, women,

disability, andyouth for implementatj.on of locally led adaptation [in association with S1 & S15J

Support local governments to fully implement the new MoLGRD's WSS (Water Supply and

Sanitation) Guidelines to achieve universal, good quality and sustainable serv-ice standards.

Support local governments to integrate investments to enhance the overall efficiency of urban-

water systems, including mainstreaming principles of nature-based solutions, city-wide inclusive

wastewater management, and water security into updated master plans for the wban areas

Formulation of Local climate fiscal framework (climate finance tracking for planning and

budgeting of LGIs) [itrolving SlJ

Mobilisation of USD lbillion per annum in locally led adaptationby 2030 fin association with

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

S1 und S9l

GCR in National Policy Frameworks: Integrated use of land and water system,

conservation, local participation, comprehensive disaster and climate risk financing
nature-based solution,

biodiversity

Prospective GCR Priority Actions

Priority investments:

o Implement the priority investments under the BDP2100 in alignment with its principles of
adaptive delta management, climate resilience, multi-sectoral approaches, including: (i)
Development, improvements, and restoration of embankments, barriers, and water conffol

structures (incl. ring dikes) for economic priority zones & and major urban cenffes with eco-

engineering soiution; (ii) Local level integrated water management projects and studies on

coastal areas as per BDP 2100 [in association with S8]; (iii) Construction of the barrages as per

BDP 2100; and as per BDP's hotsPots

o Basin wide management of major rivers for sustainable water management

o Improve flood management (Introduction of spatial planning and flood hazatd zorungbased on

intensity of flooding, river management, excavation, and smart dredging)

e Ecological Restoration of natural reservoir and waterbodies (natural habitats) with their

biodiversity conservation

. krigation schemes for the major rivers of the country [in association SSJ

o Excavation of local water reservoirs (canals, ponds and baors) for enhanced water storage

[involving S9J

. Smart dredging activities for all rivers and wetlands to maintain flow and transport as well as

accommodate and smooth drainage of excess floods during climate-induced extreme events

. Effective management of existing polders for storm surge and salinity intrusion

o Developing strategies and action plan for managing and conservation of mangrove forest

o Strengthening river and estuaries management for maintaining ecological balance, flood risk

reduction and prevention ofsalinity intrusion for the rivers in the southern zone during dry

season

o Improve polder management for controlling seawater intrusion and salinity reduction

. Flood control prografltmes in the plains as well as in the haor ateas

. Integrated management and protection of coastal polders, embankrnents, sea dikes, and flood &
cyclone shelters against sea level rise, storm surge and flooding
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. Management of freshwater resources and monitoring of salinity for reducing lulnerabilities in
existing and potential saline prone areas fin association with S8J

o Strengthen early warning and dissemination services for climate change induced slow onset and

sudden extreme water hazards (flood, cyclone, landslide and bank erosion) using ICT and AI

finvolving 514 & S15J

o Community-based rainwater harvesting through indigenous techniques and conservation ol
wetlands, reservoirs, and natural springs for drinking water supply in hard-to-reach and water

stress areas [in association with 58 & S10J

o Reclamation and development of lands for the expansion of afforestation, agriculture, shrimp

cultivation, and settlements [involving S5]

r Drought management measures for enhanced groundwater recharge and increased soil moisture

in water stress areas

r Augmentation of surface water for irrigation and multipurpose use

o Extension and expansion ofcoastal greenbelt for protecting coastai habitats including
Sundarbans, mangroves, salt marsh etc,

o Community-based afforestation and reforestation, wetland & watershed management, and

agricultural landscape management, for biodiversity conservation, enhancement of ecosystem
resilience, and increasing carbon sequestration [involving S8J

o Combat desertification through plantation of regenerative indigenous species

. Develop and update of ocean ecosystem management policies, guidelines, and institutional
capacities for management of blue economy [involving S1 and 55]

o Implementation of local level integrated water management projects and studies on coastal areas

as per BDP 2100 [in association with S8]

. Increase tree coverage from 22o/a to 25%by 2030

. National Rivers Stabilization and Land Reclamation Project [involving SIJ

. Ecological restoration of river systems around Dhaka city [in associstion with S9J

o Improvement, expansion, and modification of the existing water resources infrastructures in
drought prone and Barind areas

. Strengthen participatory forestry in forest and tress outside forest for sustainable supply for
timber and non-timber forest products

o Reduction of emission from Rice Field, Fertilizer User, Enteric Fermentation and Manure
Management [in association with S5]

Technical Assistance and Policy Reforms

r Develop a national water resources master plan (NWRP) including all Irrigation schemes for the

major rivers and multiple uses of water, including for irrigation and aquaculture development of
the country fin association with SI & 55]

r Better fiscal policies for climate change adaptation and mitigation, pollution control, clean

energy, and energy efficiency (removal/repurposing of fuel and agriculture subsidies, green tax
on fossii fuel consumption, taxation for air and water pollution, incentives for waste management

and other pollution control, incentives for green technology, GCR infrastructure and energy

efficient products/processes) fin association with all sectorsJ

. Develop a robust financial strategy for environment and climate change (policies for public &
private policies, and access to global funds) finvolving SIJ

o Strenglhening institutional capacity for better environmental coordination and management

[involving all sectors]

o Trans-boundary river basin management and basin level cooperation

/'l\w
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Development of basin-wide and parlicipatory watershed management framework to restore,

harvest, and optimize use of water resources finvolving S8]

r Monitoring, evaluation, and law enforcement to ensure the conservation of biodiversitv and

protection of natural habitats [involving S1]

r Innovative, appropri ate, andenhanced financial instruments for supporting GCRD, including

suppoft to BDP2100 projects financing.

o Private sector financing in leading CCA implementation

. Mobilization of resources from financial markets for climate finance (climate bond, blended

frnance, crowdfunding, and emission trading) [involving Sl & S4J

r Climate responsive financial sector policies (lending policies, insurance policy, and green

banking) [involving SIJ

. Climate inciusive planning and budgeting (integration of climate finance into DPP format)

Iinvolving all sectorsJ

o Introduction of sustainable procurement (mainstreaming environmental, social and climate

dimensions into public procurement process) finvolving all sectorsJ

. Formulate local climate fiscal framework (climate finance tracking for planning and budgetlng of
LGls) fin sssociation with S1 and SBJ

. Mobilization of USD lbillion per armum in locally led adaptation by 2030 [in assoctatiort with

51 and S8J

. Develop and deploy a tracking mechanism for quantifying adaptation efforts and assessins

success for incentives

. Develop a multistakeholder platform for locally led adaptation to interact with market to achieve

resilient and engaging private sectors [involving S9J

o Establishment of carbon marketplace for generating additional finance for locaily lead adaptation

and loss & damage

. De",elop climate adaptive insurance mechanism (with provision of premium subsidies and

caprtalization support) for agricultural production [involving S1]

GCR in National Policy Frameworks: Climate resilient/smaft cities, urban transition, energy

& low emission, nature-based solutions, and urban climate fiscal framework
efficient

Prospective GCR Priority Actions
Priority investments:
o Development of floodproof WASH and critical infrastructure
r Sustainable waste and wastewater management and reduction of air and water pollution in urban

and rural areas [in ussociation with 58, 59 and SIIJ
. Flood resilient cities with proper drainage, modern sewerage, and proper waste management {in

association with S8 & S9l
o Urban poverty reduction with no slum and minimum housing quality fin association with 515]

. Resilient urban infrastructure and strengthening public urban services

o Access to universal and safely manged WASH facilities fin association with S8]

o Enhanced use of energy-efficient appliances in household (residential) and commercial

buildings {tnvolving S4J

r Improved Municipal solid waste management with 3R (Reuse, Recycle, Reduce) principles 1rz

assoeiation with Sf/
Teehnical Assistance and Policy Reforms

r Better fiscal policies for climate change adaptation and mitigation, pollution control, clean

energy, and energy efficiency (repurposing offuel and agriculture subsidies, green tax on fossil

Page | 8
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fuel consumption, taxation for air and water pollution, incentives for waste management and

other pollution control, incentives for green technology, GCR infrastructure and energy efficient
products/processes) [in association with all sectorsJ

o Formulation of necessary laws and acts for spatial planning, land zoning, and land resource
management finvolving ^S1,,S5 & S8J

o Financial reforms (tax & fees, government transfers, and borrowings') [in association with Sl &
s8/

o Improved urban planning and monitoring for better investment

Climate resilient health facilities and climate smart WASH system

Prospective GCR Priority Actions
Priority investment

r Increase access to water supply, sanitation & wastewater management, and hygiene services
in cities for reducing exposure of flooding and water borne diseases during or post extreme
weather events fin association with SflJ

. Establishment of climate resilient health care facilities in urban areas

. lmprovement of public health and WASH facilities and services for city dwellers /in
association with StJ

o Sustainable waste management and reduction of pollution in urban and rural areas fin
assoeiation with 58, 59 and SIAJ

Priority investment:
. Development of legal and regulatory policies to mobilise private investment in the

protection of environment to promote eco-tourism, including coastal areas (providing
investment and tax incentives to tour operators/facilitators) fin association with SgJ

GCR in National Policy Frameworks: Training and skills development for climate resilient
development

Prospective GCR Priority Actions
Priority investments:

. Development of women and young entrepreneurs' skills and livelihood improvement through
vocational training on adaptation practices, green technology and ICT [in ussociation with
s9 & s14I

r Develop skills and trainings for women and youth particularly in STEM (science technology
engineering and mathematics) sectors linked with green jobs

. Improve job intermediation (through intemships and efforts to connect female STEM
students and job seekers with professional business associations) to secure employment in
nontraditionally female, high-demand sectors.

o Improving worker skills development or training opportunities for boosting productivity and

efficiency (Reskili 3.83 million people through just ffansition programme) [involving S4J

?/'-\'/\>
\,"
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GCR in National Policy Frameworks: Digitalisation of disaster climate information services

Prospective GCR Priority Actions

Priority investments:

. Strengthen early warning and dissemination services for climate change induced slow onset and

sudden extreme water hazards (flood, cyclone, landslide, and bank erosion) using iCT and AI

[in association with Sg & S15J

o Extension of climate-smart technologies for increasing rrrigation water use effrciency [in
association with S5J

o lnstall inteiligent soffware platforms for utilities, automation components (hard or soft), remote

monitoring, energy management systems, or other essential distribution infrastructure upgrades

[involving SIJ

GCR in National Policy Frameworks: Protection of lulnerable, risk
climate inclusive finance and disaster & climate risk management

transfer mechanisms, disaster &

Prospective GCR Priority Actions

Priority investments:

r Extension and improvement of multipurpose cyclone shelters and its services along with
emergency services [involving S8]

o Protection of agriculture and vulnerable communities from floods in haor and flash flood areas

. Urban poverty reduction with no slum and minimum housing quality [involving S10J

o Construction and rehabilitation of gender, elderly and disability sensitive multi-purpose and

climate resilient accessible cyclone and flood shelters with safe drinking water, sanitation, and

livestock shelter facilities [in association with SfJ

o Strengthen early warning system and risk management Measures of flood, cyclone, landslide

based on eco-engineering measures

o lncrease the coverage of social security /social safety net programmes for building community-

based resilience and adaptive capacity

o Expand coverage of social protection to support women with childcare services and support

services for gender-based violence (GBV) survivors

o Development of women and young entrepreneurs' skills through livelihood improvement through

vocational training on adaptation practices and ICT [involving 513 & S14J

. Financial protection against climate related disaster for 50-100% of the population living below

the poverty line and at risk of falling below the poverty line [involving SlJ

Technical Assistance and Policy Reforms:

o Development of a national policy and strategy framework for risk transfer system

o Effective insurance mechanisms (with provision of premium subsidies and capitalaation support

for agricultwal production), and climate resilience fund for livelihood diversification to increase

the resilience of vulnerable poor communities [involving SIJ
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